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a) Original data 
 
Original Parasound data were held on tape. Copies of these tapes were available on CD-ROM (ps3-
files). Some Tape directories were empty, original tapes were not checked (not found) again. All gaps 




The navigation in the Parasound headers was interpolated PODAS navigation information (no 





















Figure 1: Map showing the full track before (red points) and after (green points) correction and 
interpolation of navigation data. The only wrong coordinate appears to be (0;0). No other errors 
before correction are observed. 
  
 




- The campaign includes some gaps. These were partially caused by hardware problems 
(tape). The data gaps were also reproduced in the meta data.  
- Some of the tracks (and thus, SEG-Y files) are very large (up to 6.5 GB). 
